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Figure 1. Recon3D has the ability to make the reference image into 3D content. We present a series of generated novel views and the
normal map, showing high quality on geometry and textures of 3D models.

Abstract

Significant progress has been achieved in deep 3D re-
construction from a single frontal view with the aid of gen-
erative models; however, the unreliable nature of gener-
ated multi-views continues to present challenges in this do-
main. In this study, we propose Recon3D, a novel frame-
work for 3D reconstruction. Recon3D exclusively utilizes a
generated back view, which can be obtained more reliably
through generative models based on the frontal reference
image, as explicit priors. By incorporating these priors and
guidance from a generative model, which is fine-tuned with
Dreambooth and then enhanced with ControlNet, we effec-
tively supervise NeRF rendering in the latent space. Subse-
quently, we convert the NeRF representation into an explicit
point cloud and further optimize the explicit representation
by referencing high-quality textured reference views. Ex-
tensive experiments demonstrate that our method achieves
state-of-the-art performance in rendering novel views with
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superior geometry and texture quality.

1. Introduction
3D reconstruction from a single image has attracted ex-
tensive attention from researchers, due to its conve-
nience to use. However, the task remains highly chal-
lenging because of the limited observations. In recent
years, many researchers have employed generative models
[21][38][17][27] or their generated views [18][34][19] as
assistance for supervising NeRF rendering [22]. Neverthe-
less, these methodologies are still constrained by the unre-
liable generated multi-view clues.

Following our investigation, we have observed that gen-
erative models tend to produce more accurate back-view
images for most objects by referencing their frontal views,
possibly due to the similarity in silhouettes between these
views. Based on this finding, we propose Recon3D, a
framework that surpasses existing methods by achieving
higher quality 3D reconstruction. Specifically, Recon3D
leverages generated back-view explicit priors and incorpo-
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rates guidance from fine-tuned generative models to train
NeRF for single-reference image-based 3D modeling. In-
spired by [38], our approach adopts a two-stage pipeline
with an additional preprocessing stage.

In the preprocess stage, we use Zero-1-to-3 [18], a multi-
view image generative model, to synthesize a back view by
referencing the frontal view. This synthesized back view
serves as a reliable prior to enhance the accuracy of the im-
plicit expression of NeRF. Additionally, we use Depth Any-
thing [40] and Omnidata [4] to produce depth and normal
maps for both reference and back views respectively. To
facilitate 3D reconstruction, we also introduce BLIP[14] to
caption the reference image.

In the coarse stage, we fine-tune Stable Diffusion (SD)
[30] using Dreambooth [31] and integrate it with the Con-
trolNet [46]. We design a multi-view loss to supervise the
training process, leveraging the explicit back view. Training
NeRF with limited geometry information from the available
views often leads to vague 3D representations. To eliminate
this issue, we propose a new strategy for NeRF training that
enhances both geometry and texture details in resulting 3D
models.

In the refine stage, to eliminate this issue that the point
cloud directly transformed from the NeRF representation is
noisy due to the multi-source guidance in the coarse stage,
we first transform the NeRF representation into a mesh and
then sample mesh surfaces based on a Poisson distribution
to obtain the point cloud. Subsequently, we train a UNet
[44] with SD guidance and a mask loss to refine the tex-
ture and silhouette of the object. Finally, we obtain a high-
quality 3D model of the object.

Experiments on 3D reconstruction of various objects
show that our method surpasses State-of-the-art (SOTA)
methods in generating high-quality 3D models from a sin-
gle image. Our main contributions can be summarized as
follows:
• We propose Recon3D, a new framework for 3D recon-

struction from a single image that effectively exploits
generative priors. In contrast to existing approaches,
Recon3D utilizes generative priors in a more robust man-
ner, thereby enabling the generation of higher-quality 3D
models.

• We propose an approach to enhance the quality of NeRF
rendering by incorporating guidance from the generated
back views.

• We propose a loss function and a training strategy to op-
timize the learning of both reference view and back view
information in NeRF, thereby maximizing its potential for
knowledge acquisition.

• We employ a distinct approach in utilizing SD, specifi-
cally by integrating ControlNet [46] with fine-tuned SD to
generate images based on reference views. This enhances
the applicability of SD priors in 3D reconstruction.

2. Related Work
3D reconstruction based on multiple images. In ear-
lier studied works [2][5][32][9][13], image-based 3D re-
construction often requires the input of multi-view images.
With the appearance of Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF)
[22], 3D reconstruction has higher quality on geometry and
textures. Subsequent related research works [11][3][25][29]
minimizes the number of input images while ensuring the
high-quality synthesis of novel views. For example, Pixel-
NeRF [43] attempted to generate high-quality images with
few input images, using input images as conditions for
continuous neural representation to be inferred. In 2023,
3D Gaussian Splatting (3DGS) [10] and its related works
[1][45] overcame the detrimental effect of noise on render-
ing quality and improved rendering speed.
3D reconstruction based on a single image. Single image
often does not provide enough information to support com-
puters achieve high-quality generating of novel viewpoints.
At present, more and more research works are focusing on
this problem, some of which [39][35][33][24] rely on depth
maps to improve the quality of the results generated, while
others [36][7][41][48] use multi-planar image representa-
tions. Among them [39] realizes novel views generating
by transforming the depth information of the image and the
image content. However, the method relies too much on
the accuracy of the depth map and therefore has high lim-
itations. Meanwhile, some research works [37][6] applied
3DGS technique to achieve 3D reconstruction from a single
reference image. However, the current novel views gener-
ated by the above solutions are deficient in geometric con-
sistency and textures. This is because neural networks can-
not obtain prior knowledge of other perspectives of real or
near real objects in advance.
3D reconstruction from a single image using generative
prior guidance. Recently, using generative prior to super-
vise NeRF rendering for 3D reconstruction from a single
reference image has become a new mainstream trend. Sub-
sequent research works [17][27][15][26] attempt to use tex-
tual description and generative model to guide NeRF ren-
dering, thereby enabling the generation of high-quality 3D
models. There are also several research works [19][18][34]
use the generative capabilities of the generative models and
add input reference images constraints to generate a 3D
model of the reference object. However, its drawback is
the poor geometric consistency of the generated images be-
cause no uniform way of representing objects on a three-
dimensional level is used.

The appearance of Make-It-3D [38] and Customize-It-
3D [8] provides new solutions to the problem of 3D re-
construction using a single image. The above works uses
generative prior as a 3D perceptual supervisor, combining
score distillation sampling (SDS), CLIP loss, and texture
point cloud enhancement to generate high-quality 3D mod-
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Figure 2. We propose a two-stage framework Recon3D for high-quality 3D generation from a single reference image with generated
back-view explicit priors. At the preprocess stage, we leverage generative model to generate the back view from the references image and
use depth and normal maps prediction models to generate multi-modal images (Section 3.1). At the coarse stage, we optimize a NeRF for
reconstructing the geometry and texture of the reference image with generative model and multi-view images guided (Section 3.2). At the
refine stage, we build textured explicit point clouds from NeRF, and jointly optimize the geometry and texture of invisible points and a
learnable deferred renderer to generate high fidelity and view-consistent geometric and textures (Section 3.3).

els. Customize-It-3D also uses Dreambooth [31] for fine-
tuning of SD[30]. However, both works still have some
shortcomings in generating novel views of the sides and
back of objects, and the quality of geometry and textures
of generating images are not well. In the solution proposed
by our team, neither the generative model alone is used to
generate novel perspectives, nor the generative model alone
is used as a guide for NeRF implicit representation. In-
stead, we combine the two, take advantage of the genera-
tive model’s ability to generate explicit priorities, and use
the prior together with the generative model to guide NeRF
rendering, so that NeRF can obtain as many priors as possi-
ble, thus generating better quality 3D models on geometry
and textures.

3. Method
We propose a two-stage coarse-to-fine framework
Recon3D, aimed at improving the geometry quality
of 3D models while minimizing texture deviation from any
perspective. The pipeline of the framework is shown in
Figure 2. In the coarse stage, we use the explicit prior of
the back view to guide the generation of the 3D model, and
propose a novel phased progressive method for training. In
the refine stage, we convert the rough NeRF representation
obtained previously into a point cloud and perform texture
enhancement to obtain a 3D model with reliable semantics
and higher quality.

3.1. Preprocess

It is worth noting that for most objects, their front view
and corresponding back view often have similar geometric
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shapes, so the generated back view is generally more reli-
able than other views, and can contain most of the geome-
try and texture information of the object. The recent Zero-
1-to-3 [18] realized the generation of a single image to a
consistent multi-views by adopting fixed absolute elevation
and relative azimuth as the positions of the new perspective.
Therefore, we adopt its strategy to generate the back view
image from the reference image, enhancing the quality and
quantity of explicit priors that NeRF can acquire to better
help it learn more features of the image.

To better fine-tune SD [30] with DreamBooth [31] in
the coarse stage, we need to obtain the multi-modal images
first. Specifically, we use Depth Anything [40], a monocu-
lar depth prediction model and Omnidata [4], a single-view
normal prediction model to obtain the depth and normal
maps of the reference image and its back view image gen-
erated by Zero-1-to-3 [18]. It should be emphasized that
Omnidata pre-trained model is trained with single RGB im-
ages, which may accumulate errors when used in combi-
nation with the depth map, so it performs normal mapping
estimation independently and uses RGB images as input.

Before using diffusion priors as perceptual supervision
for 3D reconstruction, it is also necessary to generate a text
prompt that is faithful to the 3D representation of the im-
age to achieve fidelity to the geometry and texture of the
3D model. Therefore, we use BLIP [14] image captioning
model to generate a detailed text description for the refer-
ence image, which can facilitate its guidance on the training
of the coarse stage.

3.2. Coarse Stage: Single View 3D Reconstruction

Stable Diffusion fine-tuning. Previous researches show
that the diffusion model fine-tuned with DreamBooth [31]
can generate images that are more in line with the theme of
the reference image, which can better guide NeRF [22] in
learning more features. Therefore, we choose to use Dream-
Booth to fine-tune SD to improve the supervising ability of
generative model.

In addition, to further improve the stability and control-
lability of the generation process, we add Image-to-Image
ControlNet [46] to the DreamBooth fine-tuned diffusion
model for control. As an auxiliary neural network model,
ControlNet controls the global view generation process,
which makes its output results more consistent with the ref-
erence image, optimizing the guidance process.
Diffusion prior. To obtain a semantically reliable 3D
model, we need to impose additional constraints on the ren-
dering of new views. [38][8] both use the text-to-image dif-
fusion model as the 3D perceptual prior. Through the de-
tailed text description y generated in the preprocess stage,
we perform score distillation sampling (SDS) on the fine-
tuned SD and use the reference images close to their re-
spective perspectives for control at different rendering an-

gles, so as to further introduce the rendered images into
a high-density area. Unlike the original SDS, we add the
Image-to-Image ControlNet Ic to control the generation of
the global view:

∇θLmul−SDS(ϕ,Gθ)=Et,ϵ
[
w(t)(ϵϕ(zt;y, Ic, t)− ϵ)

∂z

∂x

∂x

∂θ

]
,

(1)
where ϵ is the random amount of noise introduced by the
diffusion model ϵϕ with different time steps t in the ren-
dered image. zt is the potential noise space obtained from
the new view rendering. And w(t) is the weight function
used to measure the noise level.

Although the 3D model generated by Lmul−SDS

matches the text description well, it lacks fidelity to the
reference image, because text alone cannot present all the
geometry and texture information in the reference image,
which makes it difficult for NeRF to learn the fine informa-
tion. To address this issue, we use Lmul−CLIP to match
the rendered images from each perspective with the refer-
ence images close to their respective perspectives during
the training process, where the reference images include the
actual input reference images and the generated back view
reference images. As mentioned earlier, we believe that the
generated back view reference image can provide real ge-
ometry and texture information, while the information in
the generated image which is inconsistent with the refer-
ence image will not affect the implicit NeRF expression too
much, so we take the multi-view Clip-score [28] for training
guidance, i.e.:

Lmul−CLIP(X,Gθ(β))=−λrECLIP(Xref) · ECLIP(X̂0(β, t))

−λbECLIP(Xger−back) ·ECLIP(X̂0(β, t))
,

(2)

where ECLIP (·) is the CLIP image encoder that encodes
the rendered image Gθ(β) into the potential noise space zt
and then denoise to obtain a clean image X̂0(β, t). λr and
λb are its two weights, which take 1 when the rendering
perspective is frontal and backside respectively, otherwise
take 0.

Through CLIP’s comparative learning on image en-
coders and text encoders, we can obtain rendering results
that are further aligned with the reference image.
Groundtruth knowledge for the reference view and its
back view. For the reference view βref , the rendered image
Gθ(βref ) by NeRF should theoretically be highly consistent
with the input image x, so we consider the pixel-wise dif-
ference between the rendered image and the original input
image under the reference view as one of the major losses.

In addition, to maximize the use of the prior informa-
tion of the generated back view image to better guide the
back view generation of the object, we construct the pixel-
wise difference between the rendered image and the refer-
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ence image under the back view. To reduce the impact of
uncertain information in the generated back view image on
training, we reduce the weight of this loss function. The
resulting pixel-wise loss Lmul−ref is:

Lmul−ref = λr ∥x⊙m− Gθ(βref )∥1
+λb ∥x⊙m− Gθ(βger−back)∥1

, (3)

where ⊙ is Hadamard product. G is the differentiable ren-
dering function for the 3D representation parameterized by
θ. βref and βger−back are the reference view and the gen-
erated back view. λr and λb take 1000 and 100 when the
rendering perspective is frontal and backside respectively,
otherwise take 0. Referring to [42], we apply the foreground
mask m to get the foreground object to simplify geometric
reconstruction.

However, using Lmul−ref alone cannot solve the prob-
lems of depth ambiguity and over-flat geometry in 3D re-
construction, so we regularize the negative Pearson correla-
tion between the estimated depth dref of the reference im-
age obtained in the preprocess stage and the actual depth
d modeled by NeRF to ensure that the depth estimation is
consistent with the depth prior.

Since we used Depth Anything in the preprocess stage to
generate the depth map of the back view, which contains a
lot of depth information from the back view, we want to use
the information to construct a better image of the object’s
back. The resulting depth loss Lmul−depth is:

Lmul−depth = −λr
Cov (dref , d)

Var (dref )Var(d)

−λb
Cov (dger−back, d)

Var (dger−back)Var(d)

, (4)

where Cov(·) represents the covariance and Var(·) com-
putes the standard deviation. dref and dger−back are the
depth maps of the reference view and the back view.
Similarly,λr and λb take 1 when the rendering perspective
is frontal and backside respectively, otherwise take 0. With
Lmul−ref and Lmul−depth(see results in the left of Figure
3), our novel views have higher quality on geometry and
texture.
Overall training. Therefore, the losses in the coarse
stage are mainly composed of Lmul−SDS , Lmul−CLIP ,
Lmul−ref and Lmul−depth. To make the process of gen-
erating rough 3D models more stable while improving the
geometric consistency of the overall model, we follow [38],
adopting a progressive training strategy and creatively us-
ing different losses for guidance in different training stages.
Each training session has a total of 100 epochs. In the 1st to
20th epochs, we first train a narrow perspective in the range
of 90° near the reference view. In the 20th to 50th epochs,
we increase the training range to 360°. At the same time, to
allow NeRF to learn as much information as possible about

the reference view and its back view, and to reduce the influ-
ence of the illusion information generated by the generative
model on it, we only use SDS instead of SDS and CLIP
which baseline used (see results in the right of Figure 3) as
the 3D perception prior for this training stage. This stage
allows NeRF to learn the fuzzy geometric and texture infor-
mation of the object, and reduces the deviation of rendered
images from new perspectives. In the last 50 epochs, since
the previous training has obtained the fuzzy geometric and
texture information, we re-add CLIP to further clarify the
implicit expression of NeRF.

3.3. Refine Stage: Neural Texture Enhancement

After the reconstruction in the coarse stage, we initially ob-
tain a 3D model with reasonable geometry, but due to the
limitations of NeRF, the resolution and texture quality of
the 3D model are not satisfactory. Therefore, the main ob-
jective of the refine stage is to enhance the rough texture
quality while maintaining reasonable geometry. For visible
textures in the reference view, we can project them directly,
so the main goal of texture enhancement is to target textures
that are not visible on the reference image. NeRF has good
applicability in the coarse stage, and the ability to continu-
ously process complex topological changes allows it to ob-
tain 3D models with better consistency, but its performance
on image projection is relatively poor. We choose to convert
it into a point cloud for direct projection to meet its need for
generating high-quality 3D models.

To avoid the rendering noise in RGBD images, we follow
the approach of Customize-It-3D [8] to convert the NeRF in
the coarse stage into a mesh. We use Poisson sampling to
obtain the dense point cloud, and then use the front perspec-
tive point cloud Pref constructed by reference view βref to
gradually project the points on the new view to obtain a
clean point cloud P = Pref , P1, . . . , Pn without 3D point
color conflict. Finally, we render K times for each new per-
spective βi using a 19 dimensional descriptor in multi-scale
delayed rendering scheme and connect it using 2D-UNet to
obtain the final image.

The overall losses in the refine stage are like Section 3.2,
consisting of Lmul−SDS , Lmul−CLIP and Lmul−ref , with
an additional Lmul−mask regularization term to prevent the
texture-enhanced geometry from deviating too much from
the initial geometry:

Lmul−mask = λrMSE (Mref ,Mpred)

+λbMSE (Mger−back,Mpred)
, (5)

where Mref , Mpred and Mger−back are the reference im-
age mask, the rendered image mask, and the generated back
image mask. λr and λb take 1000 when the rendering per-
spective is frontal and backside respectively, otherwise take
0.
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Figure 3. Ablation study results. Left: The effect of using
Lmul−ref and Lmul−depth. Right: The effect of not using
Lmul−CLIP in the 20th-50th training epochs.

4. Experiments

4.1. Implementation Details

NeRF rendering. We use Instant-NGP [23], which uses
multi-resolution hash coding and can significantly speed up
the overall training and inference of neural network and
save computational resources. Like Instant-NGP, we also
maintain an occupancy grid to efficiently sample rays and
skip invalid sampling of blank areas. In addition, we adopt
some shading modes to enhance the quality of the rendered
images, such as albedo, normal, and Lambertion shading
mode, akin to Make-It-3D [38].
Overall training optimisation process. We randomly
sampled t from 200 to 600 and applied classifier-free guid-
ance to calculate SDS loss, and set the guidance scale to 4 to
refer to the paper of ControlNet. We use Adam [12] as the
learning rate scheduler for the training process. The overall
preprocessing and training process takes about 3 hours and
uses only one Tesla 32GB V100 GPU.

4.2. Comparisons with the State of the Arts

Baselines. We compare our technique with four recent rep-
resentative techniques: (1) Realfusion [21]: This technique
firstly exploits the generative power of generative models
to guide the training of NeRF. (2) Make-It-3D [38]: This
technique combines Realfusion technique and pioneered
the conversion of implicit NeRF into explicit point clouds
to better enhance the quality of 3D models. (3) Zero-
1-to-3 [18]: This technique uses only generative models
for the task of generating 3D models from a single im-
age. (4) Customize-It-3D [8]: This technique is more effec-
tive in generating 360-degree objects, especially the back
side. We used Realfusion15, Customize-It-3D self-created
dataset and our self-created dataset (https://github.
com/richardchen225/Recon3D.git) for the ex-
perimental comparison. The Realfusion15 dataset includes
some naturalistic images, the Customize-It-3D self-created
dataset includes some synthetic images, and our self-created

dataset includes some pictures of real and complex objects.
Our experiments use the official code of baseline for com-
parisons.

Qualitative comparison. Our qualitative comparison re-
sults are shown in Figure 4. We select some results of
the baseline from their papers respectively. This qualitative
comparison figure fully demonstrates the advantages of our
technique over the previous techniques, i.e., our technique
is better at generating 360-degree novel views of the ob-
ject. Realfusion technique, due to the stronger guidance it
receives from the generated model, results in a lack of geo-
metrical quality in both the side and back views, and a larger
difference between the color and the outline with the refer-
ence view. Make-It-3D technique generates a better frontal
half-face 3D model, but due to the lack of direct prior of
backside geometry information during the overall training
process, there is a large gap between the color and struc-
ture of the generated results and the reference view such
as the fifth results (house) in figure. Although Zero-1-to-
3 technique can generate clearer images of the object from
all viewpoints, there are often problems of poor geomet-
ric consistency in the side viewpoints such as the second
and third results (disney castle and jay) in figure. These are
the result of using only a generative model and not a stable
neural network to represent the 3D object. Customize-It-3D
technique is better at generating 3D models of objects than
other techniques, but it produces less realistic back views
and lacks some of the details of the objects such as the
third and fourth results (jay and bunny cake) in figure. In
contrast, our technique generates high-quality 3D models
of objects with textured details, especially for the backside
of objects such as the third and first results (jay and bird)
of the image of results, which have the best backside detail
and the best overall silhouette and colors. Our results are at
an impressive and credible level, with guaranteed results in
360-degree.

Quantitative comparison. We quantitatively compare our
techniques in Table 1. We use the metrics LPIPS [47],
CLIP-score [28] and Contextual loss [20] to follow Make-
It-3D [38]. LPIPS reflects how good the quality of the gen-
erated reference view is. The lower of the metric is bet-
ter. CLIP-score are divided into CLIP-score text&image
and CLIP-score image&image. These metrics can better
reflect the quality of the generated novel view images. The
higher of the metric is better. Contextual loss can reflect
the semantic difference between the generated novel view
and the real view. The lower of the metric is better. We
randomly selected a class of objects from our own dataset,
and a class of objects from the Realfusion15 dataset, and
finally a class of objects from the Customize-It-3D dataset
to calculate the above metrics, and then took the average of
the corresponding values as the results. As shown in the
Table 1, our technique achieves top-1 performance in all
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the evaluation metrics, which indicates that our technique
can generate 360-degree 3D models of objects better, and
the geometry and textures quality of the 3D models is very
well.

LPIPS ↓ CLIP-score
Text & Image↑

CLIP-score
Image & Image↑ Contextual ↓

Realfusion 0.3298 27.11 83.23% 3.60
Make-It-3D 0.2923 27.54 91.28% 3.26
Zero123 0.4233 27.00 81.84% 3.36
Customize-It-3D 0.3732 27.75 91.83% 3.22

Recon3D(Ours) 0.2190 28.03 92.11% 3.06

Table 1. Quantitative comparison on three datasets. We compute
LPIPS under the reference view, CLIP-score and Contextual loss
under novel views.

5. Ablations and Analysis

With or without generating back-view by generative
model. Our first ablation study is to verify that using the
Zero-1-to-3 [18] generative model in the preprocess stage
to generate the back view of the reference viewpoint has
an improved effect on subsequent training, as shown in the
left of Figure 5. We found that when we using Zero-1-to-
3 to generate back view, NeRF can learn more valid and
fidelity geometry and textures information, so that NeRF
[22] can better converge towards the real situation instead
of completely converging towards the generated content of
the generative model. As can be seen from the figure, after
using Zero-1-to-3 to generate the back view as a prior, the
generated novel views of the sides and back of the object
by us are more in line with human cognition, with better
geometry and textures quality, which solves the problem of
poor generation of the sides and back of the object due to
the lack of a prior of the object.
With or without the Image-to-Image ControlNet [46].
The second ablation study we did was to verify the fine-
tuning effect of using Image-to-Image ControlNet for Sta-
ble Diffusion [30], as shown in the right of Figure 5. We
found that the fine-tuning for SD with Image-to-Image Con-
trolNet produces side and back view details that are more in
line with human perception, as well as generating objects
with more complete content, and the geometry and textures
quality are better to the without fine-tuning. The overall
quality and texture of the generated 3D model are better.

6. Applications

High-quality text-to-3D generation. To achieve high-
quality text-to-3D generation, we use T2I diffusion model
to convert the detailed text description generated by the
BLIP [14] image captioning model into a reference image,
and then transfer it to the image-based 3D creation method,

Input 
Reference 

w/o 
Img2Img 

Controlnet 

w 
Img2Img 

Controlnet 

Reference View  

Novel View 

Input 
Reference 

w/o 
Zero-1-to-3 
Back-View 

Side View 

w 
Zero-1-to-3 
Back-View 

Back View 

Figure 5. Ablation study results. Left: The effect of using gener-
ated back-view explicit prior. Right: The effect of Image-to-Image
ControlNet.

as shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that Recon3D demon-
strates excellent quality on text-to-3D generation.

7. Conclusion and Limitation

We propose a two-stage coarse-to-fine method Recon3D,
which optimizes the learning process of NeRF through ex-
plicit priors of the generated back view, thus improving the
geometry and texture quality of 3D models. Compared to
methods that rely heavily on explicit priors like [17] [16],
the number of explicit priors is greatly reduced to one.
Recon3D can be applied to general objects, providing reli-
able solutions for most application scenarios.

However, the use of explicit priors will inevitably lead
to problems like over-flat geometry. Additionally, the ge-
ometry and texture of side views may not be satisfactory if
useful side information cannot be extracted from the back
view. Furthermore, if the quality of multi-modal images is
not ideal, the training results may also deviate from expecta-
tions. In the future, as generative prior technique continues
to develop, we expect Recon3D to obtain 3D models with
higher quality.
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Figure 6. Recon3D can generate high-quality 3D model from an
caption.
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